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About This Game

New Year's clicker with New Year's achievements!

There is no New Year's mood? Play the New Year's clicker! This game will be a good gift for you and your friends!

Your goal is to buy all the gifts for the new year! Each gift hides behind itself a heap of achievements!

                                                               Play, click, gift!

Features:

- Simple clicker;

- New Year's music;

- New Year's achievements;

- Pleasant price;
  Happy New year and Merry Christmas!
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happy new year clicker

This game is a lot of fun. It's nice to play something that allows you to train and get better. Also, it's a workout for those who
prefer playing VR than going to the gym.. I got this for $0.50 so i could utilize its resources with mods.... I definitely wouldnt
pay full price for this or really use it for vanilla because everyone gets this stupid horrible blue hat. There is one cool helmet for
saxons, but only characters with martial as there highest stat and a rank of count or lower wear them... Mostly the stupid blue
hat.

its only worth it on sale and if you use mods.. Just finished the game and I enjoyed it a lot. It has an interesting story, the music
works well, the challenge is a good level. There are some really interesting character, monster, race and scenery designs. The
game is kinda eerie and sometimes a little depressing, there are times when I'm not sure what's going on in the story. While it
makes the game feel different to other RPGs, it also means i have to be in the right mood to play it and I found the ending
decidedly unsatisfying because it was in a weird/depressing mood near the end. My only other complaint is that the bugs need
ironing out - I found one consistent way to make the game crash (use ale during battle) and sometimes it just crashed anyway.
There were also quite a few typoes - please learn to spell 'Rejuvenate'! That said, for a cheap RPG maker production it's very
impressive.. A fun and frustrating experience (similar to Super Meat Boy).
It starts off smooth sailing but then things take a turn, and many many many many many deaths occur.
Risk and repeat is the formula.
Took me 1 hour to beat but there is a Time Trial Mode to play too.
If you like the sound of all this then Drop Alive is perfect for you.

The soundtrack is also fantastic.
If you happen to not know what the tokens do - they allow you to unlock different forms of the droplet.. A lot of people dislike
that this one forces you to choose between the rebels and the shapers, both of which have huge issues. But this is still a great
game and in life sometimes you need to choose the lesser evil.
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I have purchased this Season Pass. But I cannot download the DLCs. What the heck???
I only got the 'Gotham by Gaslight" and "Brightest Day Batman" skin.

Edit: The issue was successfully resolved by Steam Support today (9th February, 2016). I am still keeping the above unedited so
that other people can find this. Please have the game installed, contact Steam Support and show them the screenshots of the
DLC tab in Game Properties. They may take some time but they will resolve the problem.. Prepare to not blink for about 15min
and have cocaine injected directly into your heart.
Sometimes it's hard to see what's going on.
9\/11. BEST GAME OF THE YEAR !. I would recommend this but the developers haven't fixed a problem for me and others
(that I you can fix like I did).It makes the game screen blury and also the developers have done nothing about it. I am giving this
a thumbs down because they are not fixing a simple problem because they are to lazy to!. Battlefield 1 wishes it was as unique
and well designed as this game. The only game where you and your whole squad to blown to smithereens by artillery and you
think it was great. 10\/10 would die a gruesome death in the mud fighting over a trench again.. The island you are on is about the
size of 2 football fields side by side, There is only 3 living things on this "Island" and finally building a house is next to pointless
as there is no real benefit it gains you. You start this game with all the resources you need to build a house kinda making the
whole thing even more pointless. Here's my review and lets play, it should tell you everything you would ever not want to know
about this "game." https:\/\/youtu.be\/d-xUuDUhBY8. NO ONLINE
DEAD GAME
FUN IF YOU ARE SOLO PLAYER THOUGH :)
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